Selected Interior finish
Rebate block
Ecofoam around all sides of meter box to form airseal
Metal meter box
Backing rod
Modified silicon sealant between angle and DPC for head and sides
Firth concrete masonry
Water proof coating
Metal angle
Metro Angle
Also between angle and DPC for head and sides
Ecofoam continuous to all sides
Backed rod continuous to all sides
Applied waterproofing membrane
2-5mm gap between angle and DPC. Do not seal at bottom
Ecofoam continuous to all sides
Cross-fall 5°

Disclaimer: This information is intended solely as a guide for use of Firth products. Before using a Firth product you should ensure that the product is suitable for use in the specific application. Nothing in this information constitutes a statement of fitness for particular purpose - appropriate expert advice should always be obtained. Firth makes no warranty regarding the use of this information with non-Firth product.
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